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Understanding how voters and voting behavior have changed over the past half-century is 

one of the major challenges in political science research. The Danish Voter performs an 

unusually clear, comprehensive and insightful dissection of the development in Denmark 

since the early 1970s. It encapsulates a period of monumental transition from post-WWII 

class voting to declining party attachment and increasing issue-based voting in the present 

day.  

This book is a must-read for any international scholar who uses Denmark as one 

among many cases to understand voters and voting behavior in modern democracies. The 

book offers a 360-degree view of the Danish voter, a comprehensive introduction to the 

Danish multiparty system and key societal developments, as well as indispensable 

background information for comparative research on political parties, parliaments, and 

elections. Stubager, Hansen, Lewis-Beck and Nadeau have amassed and analyzed all Danish 

national election studies across five decades to forge an exemplary, accessible account that 

elegantly relies mostly on intuitive graphs of the development in key variables over time. 

 The Danish Voter does not revolutionize our understanding of changes in voters 

and voting behavior since WWII. Previous work leaves little doubt that sociodemographic 

voting concerned predominantly with the level of government intervention and redistribution 

has diminished over time, and new non-economic issues and conflicts have arrived. However, 

The Danish Voter takes the analysis of this development to another level. The authors take 

advantage of the lengthier book format (as opposed to the often razor-thin analytical focus of 

many journal articles) and delivers a rich and nuanced and therefore persuasive and appealing 

analysis. This allows the authors to arrive at some solid answers about the Danish voter in the 

past and today.  

 Stubager, Hansen, Lewis-Beck and Nadeau bring together high-quality national 

election surveys across 17 elections since 1971 in Denmark to tell a fascinating story about 

how the Danish voter has changed. The analysis applies the Michigan school-inspired ‘funnel 

of causality’ model, which in this case starts with the impact of sociodemographic variables 

(age, gender, income, and job category) and adds ideology and lastly opinions about taxation 

and immigration to the voting-behavior model.  



The analysis centers on the main division in Danish politics, namely who votes 

for the leftwing (socialist) vs the rightwing (bourgeois) bloc. The analysis reveals an 

undeniable downward trend in class voting, driven predominantly by workers (and to some 

extent low white-collar workers) who no longer vote for the leftwing bloc, whereas self-

employed still support bourgeois parties, and high white-collar workers are split. Workers 

used to vote almost one-sidedly for the Social Democrats, but today, the Liberals and the 

Danish People’s Party have attracted them in large numbers. In the same vein, ideology no 

longer explains left- vs. rightwing voting to the same extent, although it remains a core 

ingredient in the vote choice. The Social Democrats have lost their grip on voters on the left 

ideological flank, whereas the Liberals have strengthened their hold on ideologically right-off 

voters. The economy is still important to the vote but less than in the 1980s. Thus, the classic 

question of a prosperous economy and the right level of redistributions remains relevant, but 

other concerns have become influential too.    

This line of inquiry culminates in an analytical crescendo in which the authors 

vividly demonstrate the central role of issue-based opinions for the Danish voter today. 

Fascinating cross-time graphs show that the cultural thread of immigration has switched from 

non-controversial to a core divider in the electorate, while the classic tax-redistribution 

question remains an evergreen divider. Hence, a new libertarian-authoritarian, cultural 

dimension of politics has emerged orthogonal to the tax dimension and created a two-

dimensional space with great consequences for Danish voters. Stubager et al. reveal a 

whopping 75 % gap in the leftwing bloc vote between voters who want higher taxes and 

fewer restrictions on immigration and voters who prefer lower taxes and fewer immigrants. 

Tellingly, this gap was only about 25 % in the late 1970s but widened particularly in the 

1990s when the low-tax-few-immigrants voters almost completely abandoned the leftwing 

bloc because immigrants became more important than taxes. Again, the analysis indicates 

that the Social Democrats suffered the hardest hit, while the Danish People’s Party and the 

Liberals made remarkable progress.  

Of course, these opinions build on the sociodemographic structure. This speaks 

to an important point made by the authors: The demise of class-ideology voting does not 

imply that there is no structure, no social divisions to the vote in Denmark anymore. In fact, 

the new issue-based voting has a strong sociodemographic underpinning. The main division 

is increasingly between leftwing-voting, higher-educated, publicly employed urban women 

who embrace diversity in the urban life and happily pay high taxes to ensure daycare, 

education and health for their children and rightwing-voting, lower-educated, often privately 



employed, rural-based men who want to pay less to the state and close the borders. That said, 

a central insight in the book regarding these conclusions is that relatively speaking, over time, 

tax and immigrant opinions matter more to the vote, and the social structure, class and 

ideology less.  

Such successful deep-dive analysis gives appetite for more. In order to 

characterize the ‘Danish voter’, a more explicit comparative analysis of the Danish voter vs. 

voters in other advanced democracies would have been illuminative. It is hard to pin down 

the peculiarity of the Danish voter by only looking at the Danish voter. To be fair, the authors 

do refer continuously to studies in other countries. Yet, this does not compare to having both 

the Danish voter and a reference point in the many nice cross-time graphs. Data for such a 

reference point is easily available from other national election studies, although it would of 

course multiply the already impressive data processing exponentially.  

Moreover, the authors are certainly not blind to the party level, and they do 

discuss whether parties actually offer a sufficient palette of positions to satisfy the diverse 

opinions in the electorate. Yet, it is quite a different task to dig into the – admittedly very 

tricky ‘hen-or-egg’ – question of what explains the described development in the Danish 

electorate. Did the voters respond to economic changes and immigrant challenges and call for 

parties to adapt? Or did parties politicize new issues and cut new lines of conflict in the 

electorate? By not taking parties really into account, the book might tacitly implicate the 

former, although students of party politics would probably subscribe to the latter. The book 

offers a perfect steppingstone to venture into this lingering question.  
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